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Using the UGC Website 
Being the instructor for a FYS 101 course is a unique and exciting opportunity, but at times it 

can seem like an overwhelming responsibility!  That’s why the UGC provides resources and 

course material to scaffold your lesson planning.   

 

To access these materials, enter the FYS 101 instructor site by clicking here or typing: 

[https://ucolleges.stonybrook.edu/101/]. We advise you to access the 101 website directly 

through this link, as the main Undergraduate Colleges will be undergoing renovation during the 

fall.  

 

 
 

Once you’ve accessed the 101 instructor site, look to the left side of the screen. (Ignore the top 

header, which will be changing as the full website is overhauled.) There you will see the basic 

navigation for the website.  

 

We advise you to peruse the website, as it contains much helpful information. In this guide, we 

will focus on three especially important links: “Required Texts” (third link down), “Lesson 

Topics” (fourth), and “Instructor Resource Guide” (eighth).  

https://ucolleges.stonybrook.edu/101/
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REQUIRED TEXTS 

 

 
 

Each FYS 101 seminar has two required texts: Your First Year at Stony Brook, and the First-

Year Reading book. The “Required Texts” section of the FYS 101 seminar site contains the 

following to assist your instruction:  

 

eText Resources 

 Link to the eText 

 Guides on using the textbook in your class 

 Guides on accessing eText on PC and mobile devices 

 

First-Year Reading Resources 

 Instructor guide to using the first year reading in your class 

 Relevant Internet links to pressing issues raised in the book 

 

We advise instructors to carefully read through these materials. Remember, a prepared instructor 

is the role model for prepared, involved students! 
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LESSON TOPICS 
 

 
 

FYS 101 classes cover a wide range of class topics intended to acclimate incoming students to 

collegiate life. Individual lessons within FYS 101 fall into one of three categories:  

 Prescribed: Lessons coordinated by the Undergraduate College office.  These lessons 

have fixed dates highlighted in your syllabus, and require no pre-planning on your part. 

 Essential: Lessons required to be taught in the course of the semester.  So long as the 

content is covered, you can choose when and how to present it. 

 Needs-based: These are suggested lessons for the “blank” spaces on your syllabus.  As 

an instructor, you can use your discretion and your understanding of your class’s needs to 

select which subject you will cover. 
 

The links under the Prescribed header are largely for your own information.  The content will be 

covered by a UGC advisor or guest instructor, so there is no need for you to plan a lesson. 

However, you should read the information carefully to prepare students for these lessons. 
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The links underneath the Essential or Needs-based header contain learning objectives and UGC 

resources pertaining to the topic. For every subject, you will find a suggested lesson plan, with 

printable materials for the activities described. For example, the “Academic Integrity” page is 

shown below. 

 

 
 

While we have provided these resources to assist your teaching, do not let these materials limit 

your creativity!  These lesson plans are simply scaffolds to support your teaching. You can 

follow it to the letter, or disregard them entirely. So long as you meet the learning objectives 

listed, you’re doing your job! 
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCE GUIDE 
 

 
 

Being a FYS instructor is a rewarding experience, but it also has its challenges! For many of you, 

this may be the first time you’ve taught a college-level course. Others may be familiar with 

college instruction, but may be used to teaching material within a particular discipline rather than 

a broad survey of collegiate life. Others may question how to connect with—or maintain 

authority over—incoming freshmen. Don’t fear—we have prepared a number of helpful 

resources for you! This website contains four types of resources: 

 

 Undergraduate Colleges Resources- procedural information about UGC and teaching 

responsibilities 

 Teaching Resources- tips and strategies for creating an effective classroom environment 

 Classroom Technology Resources- assistance for Blackboard and SOLAR 

 Curriculum Resources- one-stop resource for information on lesson plans and textbooks 

(in case you couldn’t locate them through the other links) 

 

Remember that your fellow instructors and UGC advisors are also resources if you’re having 

trouble. If you know of other helpful resources, let us know! 


